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RATIONALE FOR THE KINGDOM OF SWAZILAND’S POSITION ON ITS 

PROPOSAL TO CITES TO LEGALISE ITS RHINO HORN TRADE 

 
The Kingdom of Swaziland is in the very fortunate position that wildlife is considered to be so 
important as to be placed under the portfolio of the Head of State, to the envy of many countries. 
BGP holds the mandate by the Head of State to represent Swaziland on all fora of CITES. 
Notwithstanding this, any position taken by BGP is always subject to the guidance, direction and 
confirmation of the Head of State. 

 

To correct the record: 

There have been all manner of rumours and accusations circulating about Swaziland since its 

proposal to CITES to legalise its horn trade was lodged. Many of these allegations are 

mischievous and untrue: 

1. Swaziland did not accuse South Africa of reneging on a proposal to CITES to legalise the 

horn trade; 

2. Swaziland is not a puppet of the Rhino Owners Association of South Africa; 

3. Swaziland is not being used as a front by South Africa. 

In fact the Kingdom of Swaziland is grateful to South Africa for saving the southern white rhino 

from extinction. Swaziland is also very grateful for being able to restore its own white rhino 

population from South Africa after they had gone locally extinct. It is common cause that the world 

owes South Africa a huge thank you because had it not been for South African conservationists 

no country in the world would have white rhino today.  

South Africa is a sovereign state. It has the sole right to decide for itself about its approach to its 
own rhino horn trade. Swaziland is a novice in terms of rhino conservation as compared to South 
Africa, which owns over 90% of the world’s white rhinos.  

 

Swaziland’s proposal to CITES 

In all truth, Swaziland did expect South Africa to lodge a proposal to CITES to legalise the trade 

and stood ready to strongly support such a proposal. When, for its own sovereign reasons, South 
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Africa did not lodge a proposal, Swaziland lodged its own proposal for its own sovereign reasons. 

These are: 

 Rhinos are in crisis and, at their current rate of demise, there may not be the time left for 

the continued survival of rhinos if we have to wait another three years for CITES COP18 

to address the plight of rhinos. 

 

 Swaziland believes implicitly that legalising the trade as a valid and viable option to save 

rhinos from extinction should be tried following the failure of a 39-year-old ban. 

 

 Rhinos may well be far closer to the threshold of extinction than we think. The official 

statistics on surviving rhinos may be way understated, particularly considering the 

predicted high losses of white rhino from the current ongoing drought. Rhino loss statistics 

reflect minimum numbers – they do not include undiscovered carcasses or the carcasses 

of young rhinos, which are completely devoured in areas supporting large predators.  

It was for these and other valid reasons that Swaziland lodged its proposal to CITES one hour 

before office closing time on the last day for proposal acceptance. This was done in order to 

keep options open for a debate at COP17 and to enable the conservation message to reach 

the world as opposed to the preservation message, the latter having been so successfully 

and misleadingly marketed by some animal rights activists (“bunny huggers”). 

 

Conservation vs Preservation 

Swaziland is concerned by the growing corruption of the meaning of the word “conservation”. 

The creeping tendency back towards “preservation” (which belongs in museums) is seen as 

a threat to Africa’s wildlife. If we allow this tendency to take hold, Swaziland believes Africa’s 

wildlife is doomed. 

Conservation implies management and whether we like it or not, in today’s world wildlife 

management is an imperative. It is also an extremely costly imperative, which has to be 

financed. 

The wise and sustainable use of renewable natural resources, which is the definition of 

conservation, is what all successful conservation thrives on. 

Good conservation does not stagnate; it produces surpluses. It is the wise and sensible 

utilisation of those resources, which pay for their management. 

In Southern Africa, where the conservation model has been successful, the wildlife estate has 

grown to more than threefold. In other countries, where preservation has been practiced, 

wildlife has declined by 80% and more over the same period of time.  
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These are the realities. 

There is a growing Western tendency against consumptive sustainable use, championed by 

some very clever NGOs who have influenced donors and the Western world and whose 

marketing skills have totally outsmarted the sustainable use protagonists. Swaziland also 

poses the question – is it honestly in the financial interests of certain donor dependent activists 

who run NGOs to find a solution to the plight of rhinos when finding a solution would remove 

a very fertile and lucrative fundraising platform that provides them with their comfortable 

lifestyles and the kudos that go with it? If we can’t successfully address this problem we will 

be smothered by preservation, which isn’t able to meet the costs of wildlife management by 

itself.  

Glen Martin’s words in his book “The Game Changer” are appropriate: 

“The impulses driving animals’ rights are laudable. But animals’ rights cannot be conflated 

with conservation – they are different things. Africa is not a Disney movie and the African 

lion will not be saved by good intentions. Animal rights activists are being led astray 

by their hearts. They need to start using their heads.” 

 

The pragmatic, common sense approach 

Conservation needs funds! 

Dr Anton Rupert once said: 

  “Conservation without finance is simply conversation.” 

There is not one single conservation agency in Africa that is not grossly underfunded for the 

responsibilities it holds. Our game rangers are grossly underpaid for the dangerous work they 

do and the long hours of discomfort they endure at the poaching coalface. When rangers are 

compromised by the promise of greater illicit rewards, the animals in their care are doomed. 

These are facts. 

And yet we have recently seen US$ 170 million (ZAR 2.55 billion) worth of ivory and horn 

set alight and go up in smoke, ostensibly to send a message to criminals and consumers that 

utilising these resources is wrong. What do criminals care about such messages except to 

rejoice at the escalation of their contraband, which is what happens when rare resources 

become scarcer? What is the difference between burning US$ 170 million worth of self-

renewing natural resources and taking $170 million in cash out of the bank and throwing it all 

on the fire? And this in the face of impoverished communities – millions of poor people, all 

with families to feed and educate and clothe. Hungry people cannot ever be expected to 

understand or accept such extravagantly wasteful destruction of such valuable natural 

resources that belong to Africa and are being squandered by foreign influence.  
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It makes no sense to devalue Africa’s legitimately generated conservation resources when 

conservation agencies are so cash strapped. It is also not necessary to be so cash strapped 

when we are custodians of the most valued self-renewing resource on earth – rhino 

horn.  

Selling rhino horn is only wrong because CITES has criminalised it.  

Of course illegal trade of anything is wrong. But legal trade is right. We don’t criminalise the 

legal use of money because criminals steal it and illegally launder it. We don’t outlaw legal 

possession of diamonds because criminals steal them or reduce them to “blood diamonds”. 

All that Swaziland is asking for is to legalise the trade for its own rhino horn, and of course 

Swaziland would support those custodians who wish their horn trade to be legalised too. 

If Kenya wants to burn its own horn, why not – that is Kenya’s prerogative – but not to tell us 

what to do with our horn when we – not they – have paid for producing it. Swaziland is not 

suggesting imposing its views on legalising its own stocks of horn on other custodian countries 

who do not want to do so with theirs. As a sovereign state, Swaziland recognises and respects 

the sovereignty of all other sovereign states and expects the same in return. The allegation 

that opening the trade for one country will facilitate illegal horn from other countries entering 

the legal market is simplistic. Of course it will if we allow it to. The truth is, the horn trade is 

already rampant and nothing – not even the UN – will save any country’s rhinos if that country 

cannot save its own rhinos.  

Swaziland would question another contentious point about “demand reduction”. Who are we 

to tell those who believe in traditional Eastern medicine that it doesn’t work? For those who 

use it and believe in it, it does work! It is common cause that, what works in the mind also 

works in body and soul – religion is a good example of this. You will never persuade Africans 

who believe in traditional African medicines that they do not work for them. Nor Asians that 

traditional Eastern medicines do not work for those who believe in them. It is the height of 

arrogance to equate rhino horn to fingernails and disparagingly label what Westerners do not 

understand as fictitious. 

 

To sum up, we emphasise the following points: 

 We know that the ban on legal trade has been in place for 39 years and we know that it is 

not working. 

 

 We know of no single ban that has a lucrative black market option that has ever worked.  

 

 We know that the illegal trade is happening regardless of the ban on legal trade. 
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 We know that criminals are taking 100% of the proceeds from illegal horn sales, while 

rhino custodians are paying 100% of the costs of production and protection. 

 

 We know that a legal trade will compete with the illegal trade, and that money legally 

earned will go to custodians and not to the criminals. 

 

 We know that illegal horns equate to dead rhinos. 

 

 We know that legally harvested horns equate to live rhinos. 

 

 We know that the horns of live rhinos grow back after harvesting, making legal harvesting 

sustainable. 

 

 We know that supply and demand can be controlled by price (we all want a Rolls Royce 

but very few of us can afford one). 

 

 We understand that a rhino without a horn is not the rhino we all want to see, but it is at 

least a live rhino, and a live rhino is also a breeding rhino and surely a live, hornless, 

breeding rhino is better than a dead rhino or no rhino at all? Swaziland’s proposal to CITES 

does not preclude rhinos with their horns intact – that option will always be part of the mix. 

 

Swaziland’s general plea for the survival of rhinos is that the futile ban be discarded and 

something new be tried. If the anti-trade protagonists can come up with a better realistic solution, 

let’s hear it, but they mustn’t come with education or demand reduction or the precautionary 

approach because these are not new. They are all integral to the ban that has failed year after 

year after year for 39 years, and rhinos do not have the time left for further procrastination and 

futile arguments, which are mere speculation, while rhinos continue to die. 

There must be profit in any worthwhile endeavour, otherwise what would be the purpose of such 

endeavour? Spiritual profit is perfectly valid if it can be afforded. In the case of rhinos, material 

profits have to be added to spiritual profits in order to finance their conservation; it is just too 

expensive to rely on spiritual reward alone. The economic imperative is real and must be added 

to the conservation imperative for our rhinos to survive. Pragmatic conservation may well be the 

way to go, so let’s at least try it as an option. It makes no sense to devalue our natural resources 

to fortify fundraisers when we are in such desperate need of finance. 

Our wildlife will not survive if our hearts and minds are at variance with common sense. 

Our conservation practices have to be pragmatic and ethical, and it is irrelevant that the word 

“ethical” might mean different things to different people. What is RELEVANT and IMPORTANT 

is that we SAVE THE RHINO FOR POSTERITY. That must be our single mission. 
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Armchair preservationists will not save Africa’s wildlife – and it is not CITES that has enabled 

Swaziland to protect its own rhinos so successfully for the last 26 years. If anything, the 

constraints imposed by CITES are hindering Swaziland’s ability to protect its rhinos. It is the men 

and women on the ground that are to be thanked for having done so and at very high cost – and 

always with the unfailing support of the Kingdom of Swaziland’s Head of State.  

Africa’s rhinos not only have the capacity to pay for themselves and nature conservation 

in rhino range states, but also to contribute meaningfully to poverty alleviation of 

communities and sustainable development, if only CITES would allow them to do so 

legally. The best way to emasculate criminals is to decriminalise their contraband. 

 

T.E. REILLY 

For the Kingdom of Swaziland’s Big Game Parks 

CITES Management Authority of Swaziland. 

13 June, 2016 

 

 


